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Intro to FHT – based in OX, our aim is to look after freshwater plants and animalsBeen working in the LWV for over 10 years now studying the plants and animals that live underwater in the lakes and ponds, advising on the management of freshwatersToday I’m going to talk about CWW and give you an overview of the results for the Lwv, but first a little background.



• Engage many thousands of people with 
activities that help them to learn about, 
participate in, and enjoy their 
freshwater heritage

• Make a nationally significant difference 
to the protection of freshwaters, and 
their biodiversity

People, Ponds and Water
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Clean Water for Wildlife is part of a national project, funded by HLF – so it’s all about people engagement.Why engage people? If people know more about the environment around them, they are more likely to look after it and help us achieve our aim which is to have a healthy environment for wildlife and for us



Clean Water for Wildlife

A citizen science survey to:
 Raise awareness of the extent 

of nutrient pollution 

 Find clean water habitats

 Help to protect freshwater 
biodiversity – via advocacy 
and in practice

 Case studies in 2016 – national 
public survey in 2017

http://freshwaterhabitats.org.uk/projects/clean-water/clean-water-results/



Why clean water? What is it?
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For wildlife, clean water is key. Some species are more sensitive than others, but essentially if you want to see all these things here….then you need clean water habitatsSo what is clean water? water without added pollution – pollution includes nutrients like phosphate and nitrate, but also a cocktail of various things in road run off (oils), sediment, pesticides etc.



Why clean water? What is it?

• For wildlife, clean water is key. Some species 
are more sensitive than others, but essentially if 
you want to see all healthy communities  
….then you need clean water habitats

• So what is clean water? 
Water without added pollution – this includes 
nutrients like phosphate and nitrate, but also a 
cocktail of various things in road run off (oils), 
sediments, and pesticides.
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The English countryside on the Oxfordshire / 
Wiltshire border looks idyllic. Virtually all 
freshwaters in this landscape are seriously 

polluted

Understanding water 
quality

● In the UK a large part of the 
threat to freshwaters is due to 
pollution especially:

- Intensive agriculture
- Urban areas / roads
- Sewage and other discharges 

● Most of England’s rivers and 
lakes are highly polluted – too 
many nutrients, heavy metals, 
pathogens, pesticides, 
sediment 

• Extinction rates for freshwater 
species 4 to 6 times higher 
than terrestrial and marine



The effect of pollution
Water-violet
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In the UKWater-violet – eliminated from half its former range in the past 100 yearsGlutinous snail – extinct in England since 2010, only found in Llyn Tegid in WalesArctic Charr – population in Windermere greatly reduced, reduction in rangeIndicators of higher levels of pollution – ecosystems not functioning properlyFor example – nutrients (P,N) act like fertiliser – increase the productivity of water bodies - growth of algae and planktonAlgal blooms – block light, food source for decomposing bacteria – use up oxygen – larger organisms dieBut death is the LAST step we tend to see – too late! 
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The effect of pollution

Arctic Charr
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Public perception…  2011

Actual data shows little change in since early 1980s, and the 
base from which it has changed was very low to start with!
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However, the state of freshwaters in the UK are frequently reported in a positive light – people like spreading good news! Articles from a press release in Jan 2011 – high populations of some charismatic speciesActual data shows little change in since early 1980s, and the base from which it has changed was very low to start with!



The state of our freshwaters

● In England and Wales only 1 lake 
and 5 rivers undamaged, reaching 
‘High’ status

● c.75% of rivers and lakes fail 
minimum legal standard of ‘Good’ 
status

● And, what about the small waters: 
ponds, streams, ditches, places that 
are rarely monitored for nutrient 
pollution.

We know nothing about nutrient 
pollution in 99% of our ponds, 
smaller streams, ditches and 

other freshwater habitats.



Clean Water for Wildlife

Nutrient pollution is invisible so 
often doesn’t seem ‘real’ to 
people.

Quick kits makes it possible for 
people to easily ‘see’ pollution 
for the first time.

Opportunity to get data from 
sites which would not otherwise 
be monitored – cheaply.

Cost per ‘kit’ (1 x N, 1 x P): £2.50



Clean Water for Wildlife
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Classifying sites

Three categories:

 No evidence of nitrate 
or phosphate pollution

 Some nitrate or 
phosphate pollution

 High or very high level 
of pollution P: Categories intended to match ‘High’ (blue) 

and ‘Good’ (green) Water Framework Directive 
status

N: categories reflect literature values for High 
status



A outstanding mosaic of 
wetland habitats of different 
ages, including lakes, ponds, 
rivers, ditches, streams and 
seepages - very rich in plants 
and animals, of national
importance for stoneworts

The Lower Windrush Valley



LWV Results 2016

c. 40 volunteers 
collected 90 samples 
over 1 month

FHT supplied the 
nutrient kits, LWV 
coordinated the 
volunteers and the 
collation of results

Table 1: Level of nutrient pollution
Unpolluted 

(clean)
Some 

pollution
Highly 

polluted Total

Ponds 22 2 4 26
Lake 27 8 3 38
Ditch 2 0 1 3
River 0 0 8 8
Stream 2 2 8 12
Other - well 0 0 1 1
TOTAL 53 12 25 90
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59%
13%

28%
Unpolluted (clean)

Some pollution

Highly polluted

Level of nutrient pollution 
in the LWV
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LWV Results 2016
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How does the LWV compare?

New Forest Greater London Ock (Oxon)

LWV
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Where is the clean water?

Garden Pond

Other Pond

Lake

Ditch

Stream

New Forest Greater London Ock (Oxon)

LWV

Gravel pit lakes

n=579n=730n=675

n=90
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• Pilot projects in the Lower Windrush Valley and London 
suggest that the clean water resource on mineral sites may be 
extensive

• To maintain and continue to extent this resource:

• Keep topsoil/nutrient-rich substrate away from 
waterbodies

• Avoid linking with other waterbodies, especially running 
waters

• Create clean water ponds: 
freshwaterhabitats.org.uk/projects/million-ponds/

Practical implications

http://freshwaterhabitats.org.uk/projects/million-ponds/


EarthWatch London: We just completed first map using N & P rapid 
test kits to assess nutrient pollution in all water body types (ponds, 
streams, rivers, lakes, ditches) across London

Greater London 
Area



Results: concentrations of N/ P

Ponds (26)Lakes (14)

Streams (1)
Ditches (4)

183

49
45

Only 45 of the 330 sites surveyed quality as Clean Water for 
Wildlife Sites, the majority of these were pond and lake habitats.

HIGH POLLUTION

SOME POLLUTION

NO POLLUTION



EarthWatch London: Distribution of clean and polluted sites 
scattered – plenty of gaps still left to fill!



New Forest Water Blitz

675 water samples were collected from the New Forest Catchment 
and surrounds over a three month period from 12th March to 12th 
June 2016. 



New Forest waterblitz results

The majority of ponds and headwater streams in the New Forest 
are clean water habitats. But, there are areas which are affected by 
diffuse and point source pollution.

HIGH POLLUTION

SOME POLLUTION

NO POLLUTION

44
155

66

London

New 
Forest



The ‘open forest’, the area of uncultivated land in the core of the 
Forest produced 72% of the clean water samples, whilst the 
intensively farmed and urban areas on the edge of the Forest were 
dominated by polluted samples (76%).



• Clean water is a critical resource, and is likely to become event more so

• Clean Water for Wildlife is: 

• A cheap and easy way to test the concentration of nutrients

• An instant way to visualise water quality in all waters

• Positive engagement with local communities

• We are currently producing more case studies in the series to illustrate how 
individuals, communities and groups are using these data to protect 
freshwater habitats and species.

Where next?



Sign up 
today . . . !
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